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Two experiments examined whether listeners associate frontally normal and misarticulated /s/ with

gay-sounding voices, as is suggested by the popular culture stereotype that gay men ‘‘lisp’’. The first

experiment showed that talkers were rated as younger-sounding and gayer-sounding when their

speech included tokens with non-canonical variants of /s/ (i.e., a frontally misarticulated token of /s/, a

dentalized /s/, or an /s/ produced with an especially high-frequency, compact spectrum). The second

experiment showed that listeners recognize voices more quickly when they contain canonical /s/

variants than when they contain non-canonical /s/. Critically, these patterns were robust across

different priming conditions in which listeners were presented with either a gay- or a heterosexual-

sounding talker prior to the voice-recognition task. Together, these findings confirm experimentally

that listeners make the association between non-canonical /s/ variants and male sexual orientation

when asked to do so explicitly. However, though gay-sounding voices elicit longer reaction times in a

voice-recognition task, we found no evidence that stereotypes about sexual orientation and /s/

production affect implicit processing of talkers’ voices.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Sexual orientation and phonetic variation

This investigation examines how listeners associate phonetic
variation with speaker sexual orientation, and in particular how
listeners associate /s/ variation with sexual orientation. It is part of a
broader program of research that is motivated in part by the
existence of a widespread popular culture belief that talkers’ sexual
orientation can be identified accurately by simply listening to
a person’s voice. While there is a paucity of laboratory research
studies on this topic, some data do suggest that people associate
sexual orientation with distinctive pronunciation. For example, one
of the strongest stereotypes about gay men documented in Madon’s
(1997) study of the content of stereotypes about gay men is the
belief that they speak in a ‘soft voice’. One of the attributes that gay
men were seen to reject in that study is the propensity to speak in a
‘deep voice’. Stereotypes of gay men’s speech in Puerto Rican
Spanish are documented in Mack (2010a), whose sociolinguistic
interviews uncovered evidence of different stereotypes for different
perceived sub-groupings of gay men, as well as stereotypes related
to the realization of specific phonemes. Anecdotal evidence for
ll rights reserved.

ax: þ1 1 612 624 7586.

).
stereotypes about gay men’s speech is revealed in a variety of
popular culture sources, many of which suggest an association
between sexual orientation and distinctive ways of speaking (see
Russo, 1987, inter alia).

Previous studies of sexual orientation and speech documented
that naive listeners are more likely to evaluate self-reported gay,
lesbian, and bisexual talkers as more gay-sounding than self-
reported heterosexual talkers when listening to audio-only samples
of content neutral speech (Gaudio, 1994; Linville, 1998; Munson,
2007; Munson, McDonald, DeBoe, & White, 2006; Pierrehumbert,
Bent, Munson, Bradlow, & Bailey, 2004; Rendall, Vasey, & McKenzie,
2008; Smyth, Jacobs, & Rogers, 2003). However, no previous
investigation of sexual orientation and speech has found a one-to-
one correspondence between talkers’ self-identified sexual orienta-
tion and specific acoustic measures or listeners’ perceptual ratings.
The speech production characteristics that listeners associate with
sexual orientation are thus not an inevitable consequence of a
person’s stated sexual orientation. Rather, they are a set of phonetic
practices that listeners associate with talkers’ sexual orientation and
which have been noted more often in the speech of people who self-
report to be gay, lesbian, or bisexual people than in the speech of
people who report being heterosexual.1 These listener evaluations,
1 We use these terms for convenience’s sake. For a full discussion of the

controversy surrounding naming and terminology, please see Kulick (2000).
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or perceptions, of sexual orientation are the focus of this paper, and
the term perceived sexual orientation (PSO) will be used throughout
this paper to refer to listeners’ judgments of the extent to which a
talker’s voice sounds gay, lesbian, bisexual, or heterosexual. Readers
should keep in mind that these evaluations do not correlate
perfectly with talkers’ self-stated sexual orientation.

1.2. Explicit measures of perceived sexual orientation

Most previous research approaching this topic from listener
perspectives has employed a seemingly straightforward model:
listeners are presented with speech stimuli and then are asked to
give ratings for different parameters. This method is a first step
for establishing baseline understanding of the relationships
between phonetic variables and social categories. For example,
Gaudio (1994) investigated the stereotypical notion that self-
identified gay speakers and self-identified straight speakers have
differences in pitch range and variability, asking listeners to
rate stimuli on four measures: straight/gay, effeminate/mascu-
line, reserved/emotional, and affected/ordinary. He then investi-
gated the relationship between the ratings of PSO and speakers’
pitch range and variability, but did not find a significant relation-
ship. Using somewhat similar methods, Levon (2006) examined
the effect of sibilant duration and pitch range on the perception of
sexuality and other personal characteristics. Listeners rated sti-
muli on ten affective scales. Stimuli were created from read
speech recorded by a single male speaker; the original speech
sample was rated by a group of listeners as both ‘‘extremely gay’’
and ‘‘extremely effeminate.’’ The stimuli were digitally manipu-
lated to yield four stimuli types using the combinations of wide
and narrow pitch range and short and long sibilant duration.
While the results did not reveal a significant relationship between
perceptions of speaker sexuality and pitch range or sibilant
duration, significant correlations between several of the affective
scales highlighted the links between perception of sexuality and
other personal characteristics. An expansion of the study (Levon,
2007) included stimuli from a second speaker whose speech
sample was evaluated as ‘‘straight’’ and ‘‘masculine.’’ Using the
four combinations of pitch range and sibilant duration, listeners
rated speakers on the same affective scales as in the previous
study. In this case, there was evidence that pitch range and
sibilant duration affected listener perceptions of sexuality, and
that these effects varied as a function of the talker whose speech
was manipulated and with the order of the speech samples in the
experiment.

1.3. Implicit measures of perceived sexual orientation

While explicit reference to social characteristics is an impor-
tant method for investigating individuals’ associations between
social categories and phonetic variation, this type of experimental
design is not without weaknesses. To begin with, the design
depends on labels that likely activate a set of social stereotypes
that can influence participants’ performance. For example,
as Strand (2000) showed, the terms ‘‘masculine’’ or ‘‘feminine’’
are assumed to carry with them stereotypical ideals of how a
prototypical masculine voice should sound and how a prototypi-
cal feminine voice should sound. Hence, listeners’ responses may
reflect the influence of stereotypical ideals in addition to listeners’
more implicit knowledge of variation based on their own experi-
ences. Conversely, labels could also introduce issues of social
desirability that may cause participants to suppress stereotypes
(Fazio & Olson, 2003). For example, on an individual level, listener
responses may vary according to the persona they want to display
to the researcher or for the study, or to correspond with their
ideal persona (as politically liberal or conservative, for example).
On a societal level, the status and acceptance of social identities
may intervene. For example, listeners native to a culture where
there is less discrimination based on sexual orientation may feel
more comfortable judging someone’s voice as gay-sounding,
while listeners native to a culture where homosexuality is more
stigmatized may be less comfortable doing so.

Methods using explicit reference to social categories presup-
pose that listener perception functions in a very straightforward
way: we hear a voice, and we make a judgment. However, it is
increasingly clear that speech processing is impacted not only by
acoustic cues, but also by the interaction of those cues with
listener ideals (and ideas) of social identities. In the simplest case,
this phenomenon is illustrated by studies showing that listeners
recognize words more quickly when spoken by familiar talkers
(Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1995), or by talkers whose voices
have a prototypical social attribute, such as being prototypically
masculine or feminine (Strand, 2000). The phenomenon is also
illustrated by studies suggesting that listeners calibrate their
perception of sounds and words based on presumed attributes
of the speakers they are listening to (Johnson, Strand, & D’Imperio,
1999; Munson, 2011; Strand & Johnson, 1996). This suggests that
the notion that one hears a voice and then makes a judgment
about social identity is, at best, an imprecise characterization of
speech processing. The process is better characterized as an
interactive process, with multi-directional flow of influence
among judgments, acoustic cues, and social information. As such,
it is beneficial to explore questions of social identity and phonol-
ogy using methods that don’t make explicit references to social
categories alongside ones that do.

A growing body of research in social psychology and cognitive
linguistics has documented and dealt with these methodological
challenges by using priming techniques that circumvent this
problem by suggesting social categories through experimental
manipulations, rather than mentioning them explicitly. For exam-
ple, Niedzielski (1999), Hay, Nolan, and Drager (2006) utilized
visual stimuli to suggest to listeners what the age, sex, and
socioeconomic status were for the talkers who produced the
speech they were hearing, while Hay et al. (2006) used experi-
mental materials to suggest national origin. Priming techniques
target implicit processing to explore the strength of associations
between variables. In general, priming experiments set up an
expectation or judgment via a priming phase or section, and
measure how a given variable is affected by that expectation in a
test phase.

Implicit processing experiments have been successfully used in
examining how tacit beliefs about gender, regional origin, social
class, and age affect speech perception. For example, Strand (2000)
showed that the gender-typicality of adults’ voices affects the speed
and accuracy with which listeners identify words presented in an
acoustically degraded gated-word recognition task. That is, listen-
ers’ knowledge of variation socially stratified by gender affected
performance on the task, even though gender was not mentioned
explicitly.

1.4. The gay ‘lisp’

The current investigation is inspired both by these studies and by
the existence of a widespread popular culture belief that gay men
speak with a lisp. This belief can be seen in discussions of gay men’s
speech styles in the mainstream media and in nontraditional media
sources like internet postings. The experiments in this paper examine
listener behavior in a series of perception tasks to validate experi-
mentally whether listeners indeed associate lisping with gay-sound-
ing speech. An immediate challenge to evaluating this hypothesis
comes when considering what it actually means to lisp. Technical
definitions of the term ‘lisp’ are elusive. One prominent early



2 More recently, Van Borsel et al. (2009) claim to have found evidence for a

higher incidence of misarticulations in /s/ in gay men than in heterosexual men in

Belgium. However, a number of methodological issues limit how readily their

findings can be generalized to the broader population of gay men. For a critique of

that study, please see Munson (2010).
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textbook (Van Riper, 1937) described lisping as a variety of
different misarticulations of both /s/ and /z/, including frontal
misarticulation, lateral misarticulation, and audible nasal emission
during fricative production. Contemporary texts in speech–
language pathology have largely abandoned the use of the term
lisping, opting instead to describe speech-production errors for /s/ and
/z/ with terms that can be generalized across classes of sounds, such
as deletions, substitutions, and distortions.

A starting point to understanding what the popularly accepted
notion of lisping might encompass is to consider the acoustic
characteristics of fricatives. The fricative /s/ has a relatively long
interval of aperiodic noise, with a concentration of high-fre-
quency energy. This sound is differentiated from the nonsibilant
fricatives /f/ and /y/ by being longer, having a more negatively
skewed spectrum, and having higher amplitude relative to that of
the following vowel. It is differentiated from the other voiceless
sibilant fricative, /P/, by having a higher peak frequency and more
negatively skewed spectrum (Jongman, Wayland, & Wong, 2000).
The acoustic characteristics of /s/ differ between men and women.
Women produce this sound with a higher peak frequency and a
more negatively skewed spectrum than men (Munson, McDonald
et al., 2006). Sex differences in fricative production may be
mediated by sociocultural variables as well. Stuart-Smith (2007)
found that sex differences in /s/ in Glaswegian English were
mediated by age and social class. While the effect of listeners’
knowledge of socially stratified variation is observable in experi-
ments such as these, knowledge of socially stratified variation
affects performance in tasks that do not call explicit attention
to that variation as well, as in the example of Strand (2000)
mentioned above. Further evidence that sex differences in frica-
tive characteristics are not reducible to sex differences in anat-
omy is provided by Fuchs and Toda (2009), whose results suggest
that active articulatory manipulations, not simply anatomic
differences, must be responsible for sex differences in fricative
production.

A second element central to understanding what lisping might
encompass is to consider the most common errors for /s/
in children acquiring English. Smit (1993a, 1993b) reports the
results of a large-scale study on normal phonological develop-
ment. The most common fricative substitution error for /s/ in
children acquiring American English aged 2–9 years is a denta-
lized production, defined as ‘‘both dental and interdental variants
as well as substitutions transcribed as [y] and [j]’’ (p. 540). If the
description of gay men’s speech as ‘lisped’ reflects a belief that
gay men produce errors in /s/, then a reasonable first hypothesis
would be that the stereotypically gay-sounding /s/ would be
frontally misarticulated, given that this is the most common
misarticulation of /s/ across the lifespan. Baum and McNutt
(1990) found that /s/ tokens for children who produced frontally
misarticulated /s/ nonetheless maintained a difference between
target /s/ and /y/ acoustically. Other studies have shown that even
when children produce /s/ accurately, their tokens of this sound
have a higher peak frequency than adults (Pentz, Gilbert, &
Zawadzki, 1979).

Previous studies of gay men’s speech styles have found that,
while some gay men produce /s/ differently from their hetero-
sexual peers, the acoustic characteristics of these sounds are not
consistent with those of frontally misarticulated /s/. Indeed,
Linville (1998), Munson, Jefferson, and McDonald (2006), and
Rogers and Smyth (2003) all report acoustic characteristics of /s/
in self identified gay men and men whose speech is rated to
sound gay that are in the opposite direction of what we would
expect if these talkers were producing a frontally misarticulated
/s/. These men are more likely to produce /s/ with a higher peak
frequency (Linville, 1998; Rogers & Smyth, 2003) and a more

negatively skewed spectrum (Munson, Jefferson et al., 2006) than
the /s/ of heterosexual and heterosexual-sounding men. Because
none of these studies used population-based sampling methods,
no definitive statement about differences between gay and
heterosexual men in the incidence of lisping in the general
population can be made.2 However, the results of these studies
using convenience samples suggest strongly there are no obvious
group differences in the incidence of misarticulation of /s/.
Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) postulated that tokens of /s/ with
a high peak frequency and an extremely negatively skewed
spectrum were especially hyper-articulate variants. By producing
a token of /s/ with these characteristics, listeners exaggerate the
acoustic contrast between this sound and the sounds with which
it is acoustically most similar, /P/ and /y/. Moreover, these tokens
of /s/ are more likely to be perceptible in the presence of most
environmental noise, which typically has a concentration of
energy in the lower frequencies. Put differently, the distinctive
/s/ associated with gay speech styles appears to be a hyperarti-
culated /s/ rather than an error. This is consistent with Maniwa,
Jongman, and Wade’s (2009) finding that intentionally hyper-
articulated /s/ tokens have a higher peak frequency than con-
versational-speech /s/ tokens. The finding that gay speech styles
are associated with a hyperarticulated /s/ is consistent with the
results of a second perception experiment in which Munson,
Jefferson et al. (2006) found that men who were rated by one
group of listeners to sound gay were rated by an independent
group of listeners to speak more clearly than men who were rated
to sound heterosexual. This finding has since been replicated with
an independent group of talkers who had produced conversa-
tional and intentionally clear speech. Again, the clear-speech
tokens were rated as gayer-sounding than the conversational-
speech ones (Munson, Ferguson, & Connealy, 2009).

The findings detailed in the previous paragraphs suggest a
dissociation between empirical findings and popular culture
stereotypes about the relationship between /s/ production and
sexual orientation. One purpose of this investigation, then, is to
examine whether different types of /s/ affect implicit and explicit
percepts of talkers’ sexual orientation. The stimuli in this study
include both natural productions of words beginning with /s/ and
words created by editing off the natural /s/ and replacing it with
different types of /s/ produced by a trained talker. This matched

guise technique (Lambert, Hodgson, Gardner, & Fillenbaum, 1960)
allows us to examine the influence of /s/ on perceived sexual
orientation while keeping other parameters known to be asso-
ciated with such judgments (i.e., vowels’ formant frequencies)
consistent. A finding that highly negatively skewed tokens of /s/
elicit judgments of gayness in speech would suggest that listeners
are sensitive to the actual association between these variables in
the population. An additional finding that misarticulated tokens
of /s/ elicit judgments of gayness in speech would suggest that
listeners’ percepts are affected by the popular culture stereotype
that gay men lisp.

1.5. Research questions

The first research question this study investigates is whether the
acoustic characteristics of /s/ alone are sufficient to cue judgments of
listeners’ sexual orientation. The three tasks of the first experiment
in this study examine listeners’ associations between perceived
sexual orientation and /s/ variation using methods that mention
social categories explicitly. This work differs from other previous
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research on the topic (e.g., Levon, 2007; Munson, Jefferson et al.,
2006) in two ways. Unlike Munson et al., we use stimuli both with
natural productions of /s/, and stimuli created by combining tokens
of /s/ produced by a trained phonetician with natural vocalic tokens.
Unlike Levon (2007), we use a larger set of talkers (n¼16), which
allows us to examine whether the effect of /s/ variation on perceived
sexual orientation interacts with phonetic characteristics of the
men’s voices that are evident in the vocalic portion of the stimuli.

A second purpose of this study, addressed in the second experi-
ment, is to examine whether listeners associate talkers’ sexual
orientation with variation in /s/ in tasks that do not explicitly
mention sexual orientation. By combining explicit measures of the
association between phonetic variation and sexual orientation
(i.e., tasks in which listeners are instructed to evaluate a talker’s
voice in terms of perceived sexual orientation or /s/ quality) with
implicit measures (i.e., tasks in which neither /s/ quality nor
perceived sexual orientation is mentioned overtly) we hope to gain
a richer understanding of sexual orientation and speech, as well as a
deeper understanding of the relationship between implicit and
explicit perceptual measures of social categories more generally.
2. Experiment 1: Explicit measures

2.1. Introduction

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine the relationship
between /s/ quality and perceived sexual orientation in explicit-
measures tasks. It included three tasks completed by independent
groups of listeners. The first task examined whether listeners’
ratings of talkers’ sexual orientation change when the quality of
the /s/ in a monosyllabic /s/-vowel–consonant (sVC) words varies.
The second task asked the inverse question, namely, whether
judgments of the accuracy of /s/ are equivalent when the /s/ in the
same sVC words is combined with VC sequences produced
by talkers whose voices were previously rated to sound gay or
heterosexual. The third task examines the specificity of the
relationship between /s/ variation and judgments of the age of
the talker who produced them.

Two types of stimuli were used in these tasks. The first of these
were natural tokens of monosyllabic words beginning with /s/
produced by a variety of male speakers whose PSO had been
measured and reported previously by Munson, McDonald et al.
(2006). The second set of stimuli was created by editing off the
naturally produced /s/ from tokens produced by men in Munson,
Jefferson et al. (2006) and replacing them with /s/ tokens that had
been produced by a trained phonetician. These variants of /s/
exemplified different variants of /s/, including both correctly
articulated and misarticulated tokens. We refer to these /s/ tokens
henceforth as the matched-guise /s/ tokens. As described below,
one of the matched-guise /s/ productions had a high peak
frequency and highly negative skewed spectrum, similar to the
/s/ that the gay men in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) produced.
Two others represented more-anterior productions of /s/, includ-
ing both a frontally misarticulated /s/ and a token of /s/ produced
with the tongue lamina approximating the back of the upper-
front teeth. These two productions are referred to as misarticu-
lated tokens, as they resemble the misarticulations often made by
children. However, we note that the latter production is some-
times observed in normal adults’ productions, and arguably serve
a social-indexing function (e.g., Dart, 1991). If the influence of /s/
on listeners’ perception of sexual orientation is guided by their
experience listening to gay sounding speech, then they should
judge talkers to sound gayer when a highly negatively skewed
/s/ is present in the word than when an /s/ with typical
acoustic characteristics is present. If judgments are guided by
the stereotype that gay men speak with a lisp, then listeners
should judge a talker to sound gayer when a misarticulated /s/ is
present in their production than when a typical /s/ is present.

The experiment also examined whether the influence of /s/
type on judgments of sexual orientation was equivalent for all
talkers, or whether /s/ type interacts with talkers’ perceived
sexual orientation (PSO) as previously established by an indepen-
dent group of listeners in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006). This
analysis allows us to gauge the relative influence of /s/ acoustics
and other acoustic cues to sexual orientation. One possibility is
that the influence of /s/ type on perceived sexual orienta-
tion would be so strong that evaluations made when listening
to words containing two /s/ types (negatively skewed /s/ or
misarticulated /s/) would be statistically equivalent for talkers
previously evaluated as more stereotypically heterosexual sound-
ing as well as those previously evaluated as stereotypically gay
sounding. Another possibility is that listeners’ PSO judgments will
be more strongly affected by the acoustic cues present in the
vocalic portion of the stimuli than by those in the fricatives; if this
is the case, we would expect the PSO differences between the
previously-established gay-sounding and heterosexual-sounding
talkers to be similar in size across the different stimulus types.
That is, this experiment collects measures of PSO and examines
how they are affected by previously made measures of PSO. To
minimize confusion, we refer to the measures in the current study
as measured PSO, and those from previous studies as previously

established PSO. As explained below, previously established PSO is
treated as a categorical factor in the analysis of measured PSO.

The second task examined judgments of accuracy of /s/. This
allows us to examine whether listeners perceive highly negatively
spectrally skewed tokens of /s/ as less accurate than matched-
guise /s/ tokens that mimicked those of a typical /s/, and similar in
accuracy to frontally misarticulated /s/. Again, we explore
whether listeners’ judgments of the accuracy of matched-guise
tokens of /s/ are mediated by the previously established PSO of
the talker to which these sounds are appended. That is, we
examine whether there is an interaction between previously
established PSO and accuracy of different /s/ types. Such a finding
would be predicted if listeners were judging the quality of /s/
relative to acoustic–perceptual characteristics of the rime por-
tions of the stimuli. Such perceptual biases have been found
previously in studies of the influence of talker characteristics on
the perception of /s/–/P/ continua (Munson, Jefferson et al., 2006;
Strand & Johnson, 1996) and /s/–/y/ (Munson, 2011; Munson &
Coyne, 2010) continua. If listeners’ behavior in the current
experiment were to be influenced tacitly by the belief that gay-
sounding men are more likely to misarticulate /s/ than hetero-
sexual-sounding men, then we might predict that the /s/ accuracy
judgments would differ as a function of the previously established
PSO of the person to which the /s/ is appended.

The third experimental task examined the specificity of the
relationship between /s/ quality and perceived talker age. Previous
studies by Munson, McDonald et al. (2006) and Babel and Johnson
(2006) found that judgments of PSO were significantly correlated
with judgments of other perceptual parameters, such as speech
clarity (Munson, Jefferson et al., 2006) and reading fluency (Babel,
2007). As discussed earlier, dental and frontal variants of /s/ are
relatively common errors in children. Moreover, children produce /s/
with a higher peak frequency than adults (Pentz et al., 1979). Thus, all
three of the variants that are potentially associated with actual gay
speech or with stereotypically gay speech are, in a way, associated
with children’s speech. It is well established that listeners can gauge a
talker’s age from content-neutral speech, but that these judgments
are not perfectly correlated with actual age (Linville & Fisher, 1985).
Moreover, Nagao (2006) showed that there are culturally specific
ways of conveying and perceiving age, suggesting that age perception
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is not a simple result of perception of the acoustic consequences of
the effect of aging on the speech-production mechanism. Listeners’
behavior in the experiments in this paper could have stemmed from
a broad tendency to label ‘younger-sounding’ variants of /s/ as less
accurate and gayer. The conjecture that a sociophonetic variant
would be associated with younger talkers is not unprecedented. As
Foulkes and Docherty (2000) discuss, labiodentalized variants of /r/ in
the United Kingdom are becoming increasingly more common in
different socioeconomic strata and geographic regions. These variants
are similar to the /r/ misarticulations that are made by many young
children; hence, speakers who produce them are frequently char-
acterized as sounding ‘infantile’ or having a habitual speech error. It is
possible that the unifying feature of the variants that fall under the
‘gay lisp’ label is that listeners tacitly associate all of them with the
speech of younger people. This may reflect a broader stereotype that
gay culture is heavily youth oriented (see Harry & DeVall (1978), for a
review and critique of this hypothesis). To examine this possibility, a
third perception task was conducted, examining naı̈ve listeners’
percepts of the age of the same sVC stimuli used in tasks 1 and 2.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Participants

Participants for all three tasks of Experiment 1 were recruited
from the University of Minnesota community using recruitment
materials that did not make reference to sexual orientation. We
refer to them as listeners henceforth, to distinguish them from the
participants in earlier studies whose productions were used as
stimuli in this experiment. All of the listeners were native speak-
ers of North American English, and none of the listeners reported
a history of speech, language, or hearing impairment. No attempt
was made to stratify the listener group by sexual orientation or
familiarity with GLB speech styles. The listeners are presumed to
represent an average cohort of middle-SES traditional college-
aged adults. Listeners’ regional dialect was not controlled, beyond
the requirement for participation that all listeners be native
speakers of a North American dialect of English. The listeners
were from the University of Minnesota student body, which
largely comprises students from Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Iowa. All of the talkers who contrib-
uted stimuli for the experiment were from the same area. Thus, it
is likely that, as a group, the listeners’ regional dialect was similar
to that of the talkers. However, we cannot rule out the possibility
that mismatches between listeners’ and talkers’ dialects affected
some listeners’ responses.

2.2.1.1. Listeners, task 1, perceived sexual orientation task. Fifteen
listeners participated in this experiment. Their median age was 22
years (Range¼[19–32]).

2.2.1.2. Listeners, task 2, perception of /s/ accuracy task. Fifteen
listeners participated in this experiment. Their median age was 23
years (Range¼[19–45]).

2.2.1.3. Listeners, task 3, perceived age task. Sixteen listeners
participated in this experiment. Their median age was 22 years
(Range¼[19–37]).

There was no overlap among the listener groups for tasks 1–3.

2.2.2. Stimuli

As mentioned previously, the same stimuli were used in all
three tasks. Two types of stimuli were used in this experiment:
unedited digitized tokens, and tokens made by concatenating
naturally produced bases with digitized tokens of /s/ produced by
a trained speaker. Stimuli consisted of tokens of the words sack,
sad, and soon. These words were chosen because they contained
two vowels, /æ/ and /u/, whose acoustic characteristics Munson,
McDonald et al. (2006) found to differ between gay and hetero-
sexual men, and to be predictive of listeners’ judgments of
perceived sexual orientation. All three words were likely to be
familiar to an average listener, as shown by their having average
familiarity ratings of 7 on a 7-point scale, as reported by Pisoni,
Nusbaum, Luce, and Slowiacek (1985).
2.2.2.1. Natural unedited tokens. The naturally produced tokens
were taken from the corpus of single-word productions analyzed
in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006). Each talker produced three
tokens each of sack, sad, and soon. These were recorded with an
AKG C420 head-mounted microphone attached to a Marantz
CDR330 CD Recorder. These had a 22.05 kHz sampling rate with
16-bit quantization, and had been processed through an
11.025 kHz anti-aliasing filter. Each of these was used as a
stimulus in the perception experiment in unedited form. For
each word, one token was chosen randomly. The /s/ was edited
off of this token, and it was used as the base for the stimuli
containing the matched-guise fricatives, as described below.

Talkers were selected from the larger set of 22 male talkers in
Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006). Because the second goal of this
experiment was to examine whether the influence of /s/ type on
measured PSO judgments in the current experiment interacted with
the previously established PSO, we divided the talkers into gay- and
heterosexual-sounding groups. This division was based on the
ratings that were made in Munson, McDonald et al. (2006). These
ratings were made on a five-point scale, where 5 indicated definitely

sounds GLB, 1 indicated definitely sounds heterosexual, and 3 indicated
sounds neither GLB nor heterosexual. Ratings were made by 40 naı̈ve
listeners. Each listener rated each talker four times. One of these
ratings was based on three words that contained front vowels and
no sibilant fricatives, one was based on three words that contained
front vowels and sibilant fricatives, one was based on three words
with back vowels and no sibilant fricatives, and one was based on
three words with back vowels and sibilant fricatives.

For this experiment, we divided talkers into equal-sized gay-
and heterosexual-sounding groups based on listeners’ ratings
averaged across the two conditions in which they were not
presented with any tokens of /s/. The average ratings for the 22
talkers on this measure were unimodally distributed, with a
cluster of talkers around the mean value of 2.72. Because we
wanted well-defined groups of gay- and heterosexual-sounding
talkers, we eliminated the six talkers in the middle of the
distribution. We then defined the gay-sounding talkers as the
men with the eight highest ratings, and the heterosexual-sound-
ing talkers as the men with the eight lowest ratings. The mean
rating for gay-sounding talkers was 3.47 (SD¼0.42, range¼[2.85–
4.3]). This group included six self-identified gay men and two
self-identified heterosexual men. The mean rating for heterosex-
ual-sounding talkers was 2.25 (SD¼0.26, range¼[1.88–2.63]).
This group included seven self-identified heterosexual men and
one self-identified gay man. A Mann–Whitney U test showed the
difference in ratings between the two groups to be significant,
(Wilcoxon W¼36, z¼�3.36, p¼0.001). It is important to empha-
size that these ratings were made by listeners in conditions where
/s/ was not present in the stimuli. Thus, we can be confident that
phonetic cues to talkers’ PSO would be present in other pho-
nemes, such as in the formant frequencies and voicing-source
characteristics of vowels. The average age for the heterosexual-
sounding talkers was 23.1 years (SD¼2.8), and the average for the
gay-sounding talkers was 24.1 years (SD¼4.1). These did not
differ significantly in a Mann–Whitney U Test (Mann–Whitney
U¼28.5, z¼�0.373, p40.05).



Table 1
Acoustic characteristics of fricatives in the naturally produced tokens.

Group Duration (ms) Intensity (dB IL) Fricative/vowel relative

intensitya (dB)

Center of gravity (Hz) Skewness

Gay-sounding talkers Mean 196 69.4 12.3 6370 �0.68

(SD) (32) (4) (3.8) (788) (1)

Heterosexual-sounding talkers Mean 200 70.4 11.9 6440 �0.53

(SD) (46) (4) (4.8) (712) (0.9)

a The RMS amplitude for the vowel minus the RMS amplitude for the fricative.

Table 2
Acoustic characteristics of the vocalic portions of the naturally produced tokens.

Word Group Mean F0 (ERB) Duration (ms) F1 (Bark) F2 (Bark)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Sack Gay 3.04 (0.25) 220 (20) 6.20 (1.33) 11.32 (0.82)

Het. 3.04 (0.35) 240 (50) 4.89 (1.44) 10.44 (1.19)

Sad Gay 3.13 (0.23) 268 (44) 6.03 (0.96) 11.56 (0.71)

Het. 2.95 (0.32) 240 (22) 5.64 (0.58) 11.08 (0.59)

Soon Gay 3.33 (0.35) 283 (32) 4.22 (1.88) 10.27 (1.72)

Het. 2.92 (0.38) 255 (27) 5.19 (1.84) 10.77 (1.60)

Table 3
Acoustic characteristics of matched-guise fricatives.

/s/ Typea Intensity

(dB IL)

Duration (ms) Center of

gravity

(Hz)b

Skewnessb

Neutral /s/ 65.0 208 6677 �0.31

Negatively skewed /s/ 60.0 242 8470 �2.84

Dentalized /s/ 57.5 226 6312 �1.08

Frontally

misarticulated /s/

55.0 236 3068 0.60

a See text for details.
b Based on the method in Forrest, Weismer, Milenkovic, and Dougall (1988).
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The acoustic characteristics of the fricatives in the natural,
unedited tokens are shown in Table 1. This table reports the
center of gravity and skewness (calculated over the frequency
range 0–11,025 Hz for a 40 ms interval of frication noise centered
at fricative midpoint, using the methods in Forrest, Weismer,
Milenkovic, and Dougall, 1988), duration, RMS amplitude of the
fricative, and the relative amplitude between the vowel and
fricative, as this variable has been shown to affect fricative
identification (Hedrick & Ohde, 1993). As Table 1 shows, the
groups’ fricative productions differed primarily in spectral skew-
ness. This is similar to how self-identified gay and heterosexual
men’s fricatives differed in Munson, McDonald et al.’s (2006)
earlier study, which analyzed a larger corpus of fricatives.

Table 2 shows the average duration of the vocalic portions of
the stimuli, as well as average F1, F2, and f0, taken at vowel
midpoint. F1 and F2 are shown in the Bark scale (Zwicker &
Ternhardt, 1980); f0 is shown in the ERB scale (Hermes & van
Gestel, 1991). These show that the stimuli differed in a manner
similar to how the larger group of gay- and heterosexual-sound-
ing men in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) differed. Readers
should note the data in Tables 1 and 2 are a subset of the larger
set of tokens analyzed in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006).
2.2.2.2. Matched-guise fricatives. Four fricatives were produced by
the second author, a trained phonetician. These were produced in
the word sad. One of these tokens was intended to mimic the
average acoustic characteristics of the fricatives produced by the
entire group of 16 talkers (henceforth neutral /s/). The second was
produced with the tongue tip contacting the back of the lower
incisors and the tongue lamina contacting the back of the upper
incisors (henceforth dental /s/). The third was produced with the
tongue tip and blade protruding between the upper and lower
incisors (henceforth frontal /s/). The dental and frontal /s/ tokens
were intended to be representative of common production errors
for /s/, such as those described in Smit (1993a, 1993b), which
naı̈ve listeners might identify as consistent with the label ‘lisp’. In
the remainder of this paper, they are referred to collectively as
misarticulated /s/ tokens. The last matched-guise fricative was
intended to be an exaggerated version of the /s/ that listeners in
Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) identified as gay-sounding. This /s/
had a very high peak frequency and an extremely negatively
skewed spectrum (henceforth negatively skewed /s/).

The acoustic characteristics of these fricatives are shown in
Table 3. These fricatives were normalized to the amplitudes listed
in Table 3. They were then concatenated with the naturally
produced bases, which were normalized to have an RMS ampli-
tude of 75 dB SPL. The relative amplitudes were chosen to reflect
the relative amplitudes in the token of sad from which they had
been excised. The stimuli were edited at points of zero crossing,
eliminating transients in the concatenated stimuli. The authors
judged that the resulting stimuli did not have any artifacts (i.e.,
transients, or abrupt changes in amplitude) that would cue
listeners that they were listening to acoustically modified stimuli.
A small panel of listeners judged them to sound highly natural. By
cross-splicing these stimuli with naturally produced vocalic por-
tions, we were able to examine how the PSO of the vocalic portion
influences how the talkers’ sexuality and age are perceived, and
how the quality of /s/ is perceived.
2.2.3. Procedures, task 1, perceived sexual orientation task

The experimental task was generated and run using the E-Prime
software package (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002). On each
trial, listeners were presented with a single spoken word concurrent
with an orthographic transcription of the word on a video monitor
located 01 azimuth from the listener’s head. Listeners responded by
pressing buttons on a keypad. Responses ranged from 1 (which
corresponded to this man’s voice is definitely heterosexual sounding) to
9 (this man’s voice is definitely gay sounding). The instructions from
this experiment emphasized that listeners should rate the perceived
sexual orientation of the talker’s voice, not whether they could guess
the talker’s actual sexual orientation. This scale differed from the
five-point scale used in Munson, McDonald et al. (2006). Technical
limitations prevented the use of a scale greater than five in that
study. The nine-point scale in this study was intended to increase
the range of responses relative to those in the earlier study.
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The order of items was fully randomized across listeners. Each
experimental block was preceded by five practice words, using
talkers who were not in the experiment. The total set of stimuli
included 3 word types�5 /s/ types�16 talkers (including 8 talkers
who had previously been rated as sounding gay, and 8 who had
previously been rated as sounding heterosexual), for a total of 240
stimuli. Listeners were compensated $5.00 for participating.
2.2.4. Procedures, task 2, perceived /s/ accuracy task

Procedures for Task 2 were similar to the perceived sexual
orientation task. For this task, responses ranged from 1 (which
corresponded to a very unclear and inaccurate production of ‘‘s’’) to 9
(a very clear and accurate production of ‘‘s’’). The order of items was
fully randomized across listeners. Matched-guise and unmodified
stimuli were presented together in a single block. The experimental
block was preceded by five practice words, using talkers who were
not in the experiment. None of the instructions made reference to
sexual orientation, nor did they use the word lisp. The decision not
to draw listeners’ attention to sexual orientation was based on the
finding that listeners may attenuate stereotypes about GLB people
when they are made explicitly aware of sexual orientation (e.g.,
Marsh, Cook, & Hicks, 2006). The entire experimental task took
approximately 20 min. Listeners were compensated $5.00 for
participating.
2.2.5. Procedures, task 3, perceived age task

Procedures were similar to the two other tasks. In this task,
listeners were told that they were listening to stimuli that had
been produced by a variety of talkers who ranged in age from 12
to 60 years, and that they should guess the talker’s age to the
nearest year. Responses were logged automatically. The order of
items was fully randomized across listeners. Matched-guise and
unmodified stimuli were presented together in a single block. The
experimental block was preceded by five practice words, using
talkers who were not in the experiment. None of the instructions
made reference to sexual orientation, nor did they call attention
to the variation in /s/. The entire task took approximately 20 min,
and was included in a session in which they completed a second,
unrelated experiment. They were compensated $10.00 for parti-
cipating in the entire experimental protocol.
2.3. Analysis

2.3.1. Tasks one and two, perceived sexual orientation and perceived

/s/ accuracy tasks

Responses occurring greater than 5 s after the word were
presumed to reflect listener inattention, and were excluded from
further analysis; these accounted for less than 0.5% of the total
responses. For each listener, mean PSO ratings and mean ratings
for /s/ were calculated separately for each /s/ type (natural,
neutral, dental, frontal, and negatively skewed) for gay- and
heterosexual-sounding talkers.
Fig. 1. Average talker perceived sexual orientation ratings for the four matched-

guise fricatives used in Experiment 1 and the natural unedited stimuli, separated

by previously established PSO. Error bars represent one standard error of

measurement.
2.3.2. Task 3, perceived age task

The analysis of data from the third task was somewhat
different. One of the goals of Experiment 1 was to examine
ratings for individual stimuli averaged across listeners. Hence,
we examined each listener’s data were standardized relative to
the overall mean and standard deviation of the ages they
provided. For each listener, mean standardized ages for /s/ were
calculated separately for each /s/ type (natural, neutral, dental,
frontal, and negatively skewed) for gay- and heterosexual-sound-
ing talkers.
2.4. Results

2.4.1. Task 1, perceived sexual orientation task

Fig. 1 shows the average measured PSO ratings for previously
established gay- and heterosexual-sounding talkers for the five
fricative types. Average perceived sexual orientation ratings were
submitted to a two-factor within-subjects analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The two factors were fricative type (5 levels: natural,
neutral, dental, negatively skewed, and frontal), and previously
established PSO (2 levels: gay-sounding and heterosexual-sound-
ing). A significant main effect of fricative type was found, F[4,
56]¼39.03, po0.001, ZP

2
¼0.74. Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected

paired comparisons showed significant group differences for all
pairs except two. First, negatively skewed /s/ and frontal /s/ did
not differ significantly. Second, the difference between negatively
skewed /s/ and dental /s/ did not achieve statistical significance at
the Bonferroni-corrected a level, but did approach significance
(p¼0.078). As Fig. 1 shows, measured PSO was highest (i.e.,
gayest-sounding) for stimuli with frontal and negatively skewed
/s/, and lowest (i.e., most-heterosexual sounding) for natural and
natural /s/ stimuli. Dental /s/ stimuli were intermediate.

Unremarkably, a significant main effect of previously established
PSO on measured PSO was found, F[1, 14]¼33.37, po0.001,
ZP

2
¼0.70. Talkers who were previously established to sound gay

elicited higher measured PSO values. This is not surprising, given
that listeners were defined as ‘gay-sounding’ or ‘heterosexual-
sounding’ based on how they were rated in Munson, Jefferson
et al. (2006). This finding shows that the 9-point perceived sexual
orientation ratings in the current experiment replicated the 5-point
ratings made in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006), and that the set of
tokens in this experiment was representative of the larger group of
stimuli examined by Munson et al.

More importantly, the interaction between previously established
PSO and fricative type was significant, F[4, 56]¼4.71, p¼0.004,
ZP

2
¼0.25. This interaction can be seen by comparing the bar

heights in Fig. 1. As this figure shows, the differences between the
two previously established PSO groups were smaller for the stimuli
containing frontal /s/, dental /s/, or negatively skewed /s/ than for the
naturally produced words, or the words containing the matched-
guise neutral /s/. Post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni-corrected a level
of 0.01 (0.05/5) showed significant differences between gay- and
heterosexual-sounding talkers for natural /s/, neutral /s/, and frontal



Fig. 3. Average perceived age ratings for the four matched-guise fricatives used in

Experiment 1 and the natural unedited stimuli, separated by previously estab-

lished PSO. Error bars represent one standard error of measurement.
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/s/ (t[14]¼[4.05–7.09], all p’sr0.01). The differences for dental /s/
and negatively skewed /s/ did not achieve statistical significance at
the Bonferroni-corrected a level, but did approach significance
(t[14]¼2.31, p¼0.04 and t[14]¼2.78, p¼0.02, respectively). This
finding suggests that the influence of /s/ on measured PSO is not
equivalent for talkers whose previously established PSO differs. As
Fig. 1 shows, the effect of previously established PSO on measured
PSO were smaller for dental /s/, frontal /s/, and negatively skewed /s/.

An additional ANOVA was conducted with just the four
matched-guise fricatives, and the additional factor of word (3
levels: sack, sad, soon). Recall that the matched-guise fricative was
taken from an /æ/ context. The purpose of this analysis was to
examine whether the mismatch between the matched-guise
context and the phonetic context of the words—particularly the
/u/ context of soon—affected measured PSO. There was no
significant main effect of the word factor, nor did any of the
interactions involving this factor reach significance at the ao0.05
level. However, the same pattern of significance in the ANOVA
without word remained in this ANOVA.

2.4.2. Task 2, perceived /s/ accuracy task

Ratings average averaged across the three words are shown in
Fig. 2, which presents average ratings for the natural fricatives,
and for the four matched-guise fricatives appended to gay-
sounding and heterosexual-sounding voices. As this Figure shows,
natural /s/ stimuli were perceived to be the most accurate,
followed by neutral /s/, followed by dental /s/, followed by frontal
and negatively skewed /s/. These mean ratings were submitted
to a two-factor fully within-subjects analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The within-subject factors were fricative type (5 levels:
natural, neutral, dental, frontal, and negatively skewed) and talker’s
previously established PSO (2 levels: gay sounding and heterosexual
sounding). The main effect of fricative type was significant, F[4,
56]¼122.9, po0.001, ZP

2
¼0.90. Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected pair-

wise comparisons revealed significant difference in all pairs except
two. Neutral /s/ and natural /s/ did not differ, and the frontally
misarticulated /s/ and the negatively skewed /s/ did not differ. This
finding supports the notion that there is a gradient relationship
between previously established PSO and perceived /s/ accuracy.
They also support the conjecture that listeners perceive negatively
skewed /s/ to be as inaccurate as frontally misarticulated /s/. There
was no significant effect of previously established PSO, F[1, 14]¼0.05,
p40.05. Average ratings for gay- and heterosexual-sounding men
Fig. 2. Average /s/ accuracy ratings for the four matched-guise fricatives used in

Experiment 1 and the natural unedited stimuli, separated by previously estab-

lished PSO. Error bars represent one standard error of measurement.
were almost identical. Contrary to expectations, the interaction
between fricative and previously established PSO was not significant,
F[1, 14]¼0.71, p40.05. As Fig. 3 shows, the bar heights for gay- and
heterosexual-sounding men were nearly identical across the five
fricative types.

A second ANOVA was run on just the four matched-guise
fricatives, with word as a factor. In addition to there being a
significant effect of fricative type, word was a significant main
effect (F[2, 28]¼5.66, p¼0.009, ZP

2
¼0.29), and interacted signifi-

cantly with fricative type (F[6, 84]¼3.498, p¼0.004, ZP
2
¼0.20).

This interaction was explored by examining the influence of Word
on accuracy ratings for the four different fricative types in four
separate ANOVAs. For the neutral /s/, there was no effect of Word
on accuracy ratings, F[2, 28]¼1.98, p40.05. This indicates that
the choice to use a matched-guise /s/ from an /æ/ context did not
affect the acceptability of tokens when that was paired with the
/u/ context in the soon tokens. In contrast, there was a significant
main effect of Word on ratings for the dental /s/, the frontal /s/,
and the negatively skewed /s/ (respectively: F[2, 28]¼5.277,
p¼0.011, ZP

2
¼0.27; F[2, 28]¼3.378, p¼0.048, ZP

2
¼0.19; F[2,

28]¼6.057, p¼0.007, ZP
2
¼0.30). For the dental /s/, this interaction

occurred because the ratings for soon were significantly lower
(i.e., less accurate) than those for sack or sad. For the frontal /s/,
this occurred because the ratings for sack were significantly lower
than those for sad; those for soon were intermediate and not
significantly different from either sack or sad. For the negatively
skewed /s/, this occurred because the ratings for soon were
significantly less accurate than sad; those for sack were inter-
mediate and not significantly different from either sad or soon.
This pattern does not lend itself to an explanation based solely on
the mismatch between the phonetic context of the matched-guise
fricatives and the phonetic context of the stimulus, which would
suggest that ratings would consistently be lower for the word
soon. Rather, this may be due to something iconically gay
sounding about the word sad.
2.4.3. Task 3, perceived age task

A two-factor fully within-subjects ANOVA examined the influ-
ence of /s/ type (5 levels: natural, neutral, dental, negatively skewed,
and frontal) and previously established PSO (2 levels: gay-sounding,
heterosexual-sounding) on normalized age judgments. A significant
main effect of previously established PSO was found, F[1, 15]¼
5.813, p¼0.029, ZP

2
¼0.28. There was also a significant main effect of



Table 4
Partial correlations of the measures of PSO from Task 1, perceived clarity from

Task 2, and average standardized perceived ages from Task 3. Each correlation

controls for the third variable.

Word Accuracy�Age Accuracy�PSO Age�PSO

Sack �0.21(n)
�0.83nn

�0.28n

Sad �0.06 �0.78nn
�0.30n

Soon �0.30nn
�0.83nn

�0.51nn

(n) po0.10.
n po0.05.
nn po0.01.
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/s/ type, F[2.6, 39.7]¼4.695, p¼0.003, ZP
2
¼0.24. Finally, these factors

interacted significantly, F[4, 60]¼3.476, p¼0.042, ZP
2
¼0.11.3 The

main effects and their interaction can be seen by comparing the bar
heights in Fig. 3, which shows listeners’ average normalized per-
ceived ages for the five /s/ types, with averages for the gay- and
heterosexual-sounding men plotted separately. The significant main
effect of age arose because the gay-sounding men were rated to
sound younger than the heterosexual-sounding men. The main
effect of /s/ type on ratings arose principally because the talkers’
naturally produced tokens were rated as older-sounding than the
tokens containing negatively skewed /s/ were. Though the ratings
for the three other /s/ types were intermediate between the other
conditions, they did not differ statistically significantly from the
naturally produced or negatively skewed /s/, or from each other.

The interaction between previously established PSO and /s/
type was explored two ways. First, the two groups were com-
pared separately for each of the five stimulus types using post-
hoc paired-sample t-tests with a Bonferroni-correct a level of 0.01
(0.05/5). For three of the five stimulus types (natural, dental, and
frontal), the heterosexual-sounding talkers were rated to sound
significantly older than the gay-sounding talkers. Second, two
one-factor within-subjects ANOVAs were calculated to assess the
influence of /s/ type on ratings of gay- and heterosexual-sounding
talkers separately. In both ANOVAs, the main effect of /s/ type was
statistically significant. However, the pattern of post-hoc Bonfer-
roni-corrected paired comparisons differed for the two groups.
For the heterosexual-sounding talkers, perceived ages for natural,
neutral, and dental /s/ words differed significantly from ratings
for negatively skewed /s/ words. Moreover, natural /s/ words
differed significantly from dental /s/ words, which differed sig-
nificantly from negatively skewed /s/ words. No other compar-
isons were significant. In contrast, for the gay-sounding talkers
dental, frontal, and negatively skewed /s/ words elicited younger
ratings than natural /s/ words. No other comparisons were
significant. Again, a second ANOVA was run on the measures for
the four matched-guise stimuli, with the additional factor of
Word. There was no significant main effect of word, nor did it
interact with /s/ type or PSO. As with task 1, the same significant
main effects and interactions as in the ANOVA without Word
were present.
2.4.4. Relation between perceived sexual orientation, perceived /s/

accuracy measures, and perceived age

The final analyses compared the measures across the three
tasks. For talker/fricative combination, average standardized per-
ceived ages from Task 3, perceived clarity from Task 2, and PSO
from Task 1, for a total of 80 data points. The associations among
these measures are shown in Table 4. This table shows partial
correlations between two measures when the third is controlled.
As this table shows, the strongest pairwise partial correlation was
between measured PSO and perceived accuracy.
2.5. Discussion

The results of this experiment confirm that the two groups of
talkers were well-separated in their previously established PSO.
The judgments of natural, unedited stimuli made by the
listeners in this experiment were similar to those in the earlier
Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) study, even though they were
based on a smaller set of stimuli. Moreover, statistically signifi-
cant group differences in measured PSO were found to be
present for two of the four matched-guise conditions, with the
3 An ANOVA on raw ages yielded similar results.
differences for the other two conditions approaching statistical
significance.

More importantly, the results show an effect of fricative type
on measured PSO, as well as an interaction between fricative type
and previously established PSO. As mentioned previously, the four
fricative types were neutral /s/, which was intended to mimic the
average acoustic characteristics of the fricatives produced by the
entire group of 16 talkers; dental /s/ and frontal /s/ (labeled
collectively as misarticulated /s/ tokens), which were intended to
be representative of common production errors for /s/ that naı̈ve
listeners might identify as consistent with the label ‘lisp’; and
negatively skewed /s/, an exaggerated version of the /s/ with a
high peak frequency and an extremely negatively skewed spec-
trum that listeners in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) identified as
gay-sounding. Talkers were rated to sound gayer when their
productions contained misarticulated tokens of /s/ or negatively
skewed /s/ than when they contained neutral /s/, or were natural
and unedited. This tendency was so strong that it attenuated the
PSO differences between the men who had been rated previously
to sound gay and those previously rated to sound heterosexual.
This finding suggests that listeners’ association between the /s/
quality and perceived sexual orientation reflect both the social
stereotype that gay men produce /s/ less accurately than hetero-
sexual men, and the experience of hearing gay-sounding men
producing /s/ with higher peak frequencies than heterosexual-
sounding men.

The results of Task 2 show that negatively skewed matched-
guise /s/ is perceived to be as inaccurate and as unclear as frontal
/s/. Given this sound’s acoustic characteristics, as well as the
previous finding that men who produce this type of /s/ are rated
as speaking clearly, we would have predicted that it would be
rated as even more clear and accurate than natural /s/ or the
neutral matched-guise /s/. Indeed, this finding extended to
naturally produced tokens of /s/. Moreover, the ratings in Task
2 verified that the tokens of dental and frontal /s/ were indeed
perceived as less accurate and less clear than natural tokens and
the neutral matched-guise /s/. Finally, the results of Task 2 suggest
that previously established PSO does not affect their ratings of /s/
accuracy. Listeners did not rate the accuracy of /s/ differently for
natural, unedited words produced by men who were previously
established to sound gay, as compared to ones who had been
rated to sound heterosexual. Moreover, identical tokens of correct
and misarticulated /s/ were not rated differently when appended
to gay- and heterosexual-sounding men’s voices.

As hypothesized, different variants of /s/ systematically
affected judgments of perceived age. Listeners judged words
containing negatively skewed /s/ to have been produced by
younger talkers than words containing natural tokens. In general,
the magnitude of this effect was smaller than the effect that /s/
had on the PSO judgments elicited in Task 1, and the interaction
between /s/ type and previously established PSO was qualitatively
different from that seen in Task 1. Specifically, the interaction
suggested that only frontal /s/ and negatively skewed /s/ cue
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younger-sounding speech in both gay- and heterosexual-sound-
ing talkers, while dental /s/ was sufficient to cue younger-
sounding speech in talkers who had previously been established
to sound gay. This suggests that age judgments are related to a
combination of characteristics of /s/ and characteristics of the
vocal portion of the stimuli that cued the previously established
PSO judgments.
Fig. 4. Sequence of experimental trial.
3. Experiment 2: Implicit measures

3.1. Introduction

The results of Experiment 1 show that individuals evaluate a
talker’s sexual orientation differently when they are presented
with stimuli that contain different types of /s/ sounds. The
purpose of the second experiment is to see whether these
associations affect performance on a task that does not call
attention explicitly to sexual orientation or any other social
variables. The method used in this experiment is a primed voice
recognition task. As detailed below, in this task listeners were first
presented with tokens of words that did not contain instances of
/s/ (priming phase). As mentioned in the earlier discussion of
priming techniques, it is assumed that exposure to this stimulus
activates a set of expectations in the mind of the listener. Much
research in priming spoken language has examined semantic and
phonological associations between lexical items, and showed that
the presentation of a word automatically activates not just the
strict semantic meaning of the word, but also related concepts
and related forms (Fazio, 2001). More recently, this method has
been used to investigate the automatic activation of sociocultural
identity and sociocultural value judgments, such as racial and
gender stereotypes (Bargh, 2006). In the current study, our goal
was to activate a set of associations about the talker’s social
identity (including sexual orientation) in the priming phase.

In this experiment, the priming phase is followed by a brief
distracter phase. After this, listeners were presented with a single
word containing /s/ and were asked to judge whether it was the same
talker that was presented previously. The speed of listeners’ responses
in the correct trials (i.e., the trials where the prime speaker and the
test speaker were the same, and where the listener responded as
such) is presumed to reflect the strength of the association between
social information and pronunciation variation. Longer response
times are assumed to occur in cases of mismatch, and faster
responses are assumed to occur in the case of congruence. In other
words, listeners will respond more quickly to voices that contain
expected pronunciation variation than to ones that do not, even when
this pronunciation was never explicitly presented in the study stimuli.
That is, talkers’ voices that are markedly gay- sounding should
activate a set of stereotypes about gay men, including the stereotype
that they produce frontal /s/. Hence, the person should recognize this
voice more quickly if presented with a token that exemplifies this
stereotype (i.e., a frontal /s/) than if presented with one that does not
(i.e., a correctly articulated /s/).

In this experiment, test tokens were primed by productions by
the same talkers. These were the same set of talkers from
Experiment 1. The PSO of their voices had been measured in
multiple previous studies. If gay-sounding voices activate a set of
expectations that talkers should lisp, then listeners who are
primed with a gay-sounding voice should respond more quickly
if the test phase tokens contained a frontally misarticulated /s/ or
a dental /s/ than a correctly articulated /s/. Similarly, if straight-
sounding talkers activate no such stereotype, then listeners who
are primed with a straight-sounding voice should respond less
quickly if the test phase tokens contained a frontally misarticu-
lated /s/ than a correctly articulated /s/.
3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Listeners

Twenty listeners participated in the experiment. Their median
age was 29.1 years. They were recruited via word of mouth and
fliers posted on the University of Minnesota campus. The recruit-
ing materials did not mention sexual orientation, but referred to
the experiment as a voice recognition task. The listeners were
recruited from the same community as the listeners for Experi-
ment 1, and thus share broadly the same characteristics as the
listeners in Experiment 1.

3.2.2. Stimuli

Stimuli for the study were taken from the same two sets of
stimuli used in Experiment 1. Stimuli for the priming phase of
Experiment 2 included six different monosyllabic words for each
of the 16 talkers whose productions were used in Experiment 1.
The first set of three included front vowels and no sibilant
fricatives: bell, fade, and path. The other three included back-
round vowels and no sibilant fricatives: hoop, note, and tooth.
Including all of the stimuli from Experiment 1 in the test phase of
Experiment 2 would have made it prohibitively long. Hence,
stimuli for the test phase of Experiment 2 were comprised of
only two of the words from Experiment 2, soon and sad. Moreover,
including all five fricative types from Experiment 1 also would
have rendered Experiment 2 prohibitively long. Because the focus
of this experiment was the stereotype that gay men produce
frontally misarticulated tokens, and because of the need to keep
the experiment length manageable, only four of the /s/ types were
included: frontal /s/, dental /s/, neutral /s/, and natural /s/ (the
unedited token as produced by the individual talker).

3.2.3. Procedures

Sixteen of the 20 listeners completed the task in individual
carrels in a large computer lab designed to support social science
research, and four listeners completed the task in a soundproof
booth at a different location. The listeners were paid $10.00 for
their participation. The experiment was designed and carried out
using E-Prime experiment management software. All listeners
wore headphones and gave their responses via a serial response
button box and numeric keyboard.

Each experimental trial was made up of a three-part sequence:
the priming phase, the distracter task, and the test phase (shown
in Fig. 4). In the priming phase, listeners heard the six priming
words, always in the same order: bell, fade, path, hoop, note, and
tooth. An orthographic display of the words appeared on the
computer monitor at the same time as the word was heard. Again,
the goal of this phase was to establish an idea of the social
identity of the speaker in the mind of the listener; the words were
the same for each talker. After the priming phase, listeners
completed a distracter task of a short mental math problem.
After the distracter task was completed, the listeners were
instructed to press the middle button as soon as the screen
turned from red to green; this action activated a short tone that
corresponded to the start of the stimulus recording for the test
phase. The stimulus for the test phase was auditory only and was



Fig. 5. Average voice-recognition response times for the three matched-guise

stimuli used in Experiment 2, and the natural unedited stimuli, separated by

previously established PSO. Error bars represent one standard error of measure-

ment. Percentages refer to the percentage of correct trials per condition.
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not accompanied by an orthographic display of the word. The
listeners then pressed the leftmost button if the talker was the
same talker as in the prime phase, and pressed the rightmost
button if the talker was a different talker than in the prime phase.
Paper stickers on the button box marked the appropriate buttons
as same, middle, and different. The listeners were instructed to
press the appropriate button as quickly as possible without
compromising accuracy, and these speeded response times (RTs)
were logged. There were 10 practice items presented before the
main experiment. The order of the experimental stimuli was fully
randomized. The experiment protocol took listener approximately
60 min to complete. At no time was sexual orientation mentioned
in the oral or written communication with the subjects.

One third of the trials were filler trials in which the prime
talker and test talkers did not match, and included productions by
talkers other than the sixteen talkers of interest. These were other
talkers from the cohort of 44 men and women described by
Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006). We reasoned that some of the
cases in which the prime talker and the test talker matched would
be responded to in error; hence, using two-thirds of trials where
the voices matched and one-third where they did not would
result in approximately equal numbers of ‘same’ and ‘different’
responses for individual listeners. There were 128 trials in which
the prime talker and the test talker matched (2 levels of
PSO�8 talkers per group�2 target words�4 fricative types in
the target words). There were 64 trials in which the test talker
and the target talker did not match, for a total of 192 trials.

3.3. Results

The primary focus of this experiment was whether RTs to
stimuli with different types of /s/ varied as a function of the
talker’s perceived sexual orientation, as established in the test
phase. Prior to analyzing RTs, we examined the influence of PSO
proportion of correct responses for the trials in which the prime
talker and the test talker matched. A two-factor (2 PSO�4
fricative type) within-factor ANOVA was performed with these
as the dependent measure. A significant effect of fricative type
was found, F[3, 57]¼13.684, po0.001, ZP

2
¼0.419. There was no

significant main effect of PSO, nor did the two factors interact.
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise differences were significant except
for two: the difference between natural /s/ and neutral /s/, and
the difference between natural /s/ and dental /s/ (though this
difference did approach significance, p¼0.076). Response accu-
racy for 19 of the 20 listeners was very high, and resulted in
no more than 10% of data-points lost. One listener had very
low accuracy. That listener’s RTs were eliminated from further
analyses.

The next analysis examined RTs for correct responses to the
trials in which the prime talker and test talker matched. RTs that
were longer than 3000 ms removed from the analysis. Individual
listeners’ individual RTs were then standardized relative to that
talker’s overall mean and standard deviation. Responses greater
than 3 standard deviations away from the individual subjects’
mean RT were removed. For each listener, mean response times
were calculated separately for each /s/ type by PSO combination,

A two-way within-subjects ANOVA was used to analyze the
effect of the type of /s/ (four levels: natural, neutral, frontal, and
dental) and previously established perceived sexual orientation
(two levels: PSO gay and PSO non-gay) on response times.
Mauchley’s test of sphericity was violated for /s/ type, so a
Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied for that factor. There
was a significant main effect of the s-type on the response times,
F[2.2, 37.2]¼13.3, po0.001, ZP

2
¼0.44. The longest responses

were for the frontal and dental /s/ variants. There was also a
significant main effect of perceived sexual orientation on
response times, F[1, 14]¼6.7, p¼0.019, ZP
2
¼0.28. Stimuli pro-

duced by talkers who had been previously rated as heterosexual
sounding showed the quickest responses, while stimuli from
those who had been previously rated as gay sounding had longer
responses. There was not a significant interaction effect between
perceived sexual orientation and the type of /s/ in the test phase
F[3, 51]o1, p40.05. Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests showed
that RTs for the natural and neutral words did not differ from one
another, nor did the RTs for the dental and frontal variants. These
are shown graphically in Fig. 5, which also shows the percent of
accurate responses in the eight conditions. As with the data from
Experiment 1, a second ANOVA to examine whether the RTs were
affected by the mismatch between the /æ/ context in which the
matched-guise /s/ was produced and the phonetic context present
in the stimulus word. This was a three-factor ANOVA with Word
(2 levels: sad, soon), matched-guise /s/ type (3 levels: neutral /s/,
dental /s/, frontal /s/), and previously established PSO (2 levels:
gay-sounding, heterosexual-sounding). There was not a signifi-
cant main effect of word on RTs, nor did word interact with any of
the other factors.

The duration of the stimuli was not equivalent across the eight
stimulus categories. To determine the possible influence that this
might have had on the findings, a second ANOVA was performed
using stimulus duration-normalized response times. To derive
these, a series of regression analyses were conducted predicting
individual subjects’ response times from the duration of the
stimuli. The standardized residuals from this regression were
used as the dependent measure in this ANOVA, averaged by
fricative type and previously established PSO. The results of this
analysis paralleled those of the ANOVA on raw RTs: there was a
significant main effect of previously established PSO, F[1,
18]¼7.423, p¼0.014, Zpartial

2
¼0.29, and of fricative type, F[3,

54]¼1.777, p40.10. These did not interact. The main effect of
PSO occurred because the RTs for gay-sounding talkers were
longer than predicted based on the duration of the stimuli.



Fig. 6. Scatterplot of normalized voice-recognition response times by average PSO

ratings from task 1 of Experiment 1. Natural, unedited tokens (nat, bold italic),

tokens with neutral /s/ (savg, underlined), dental /s/ (den, bold), and frontal /s/

(fron, plain font) are plotted separately. Linear regression lines are fitted sepa-

rately for each stimulus type.
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Fig. 6 is a scatterplot of measured PSO values (from Task 1 of
Experiment 1) by average normalized voice-recognition time.
Each stimulus type is plotted separately, and separate regression
lines are fitted for each stimulus type. As this figure shows, there
is overall a relationship between these variables. Moreover, the
regression lines are steeper for the natural, unedited stimuli and
the stimuli containing the neutral /s/ than for the dental /s/ and
frontal /s/ stimuli. The final analysis of these data examined whether
the relationship between perceived sexual orientation and response
times held when the association between these variables and the
other two measures from Experiment 1—perceived age and per-
ceived accuracy—were controlled statistically. This was examined
by performing a series of partial correlations. The first partial
correlation examined the partial correlation between measured
PSO and response times when stimulus duration, perceived age,
and perceived accuracy/clarity was controlled. This correlation was
significant, r¼0.234, p¼0.009. The partial correlation between
response time and perceived age with perceived accuracy, measured
PSO, and stimulus duration controlled for was also significant,
r¼0.229, p¼0.010. In contrast, the partial correlation between
response time and perceived accuracy when the other three vari-
ables were controlled was not significant, r¼�0.110, p¼0.221. The
result of this analysis shows RTs are associated equally strongly with
PSO and perceived age, and not with perceived accuracy or stimulus
duration.

3.4. Discussion

The results of the study show that the quality of the fricative in
an sVC word influences listeners’ RTs when recognizing the talker
who produced that word. Moreover, it showed an influence of the
PSO of a talker’s voice on response times. Longer responses were
observed for the dental and frontal /s/ variants (the /s/ types that
were intended to be representative of common production errors
for /s/ that naı̈ve listeners might identify as consistent with the
label ‘lisp’) as compared to the natural /s/ (the unedited token as
produced by the individual talker) and neutral /s/ (intended to
mimic the average acoustic characteristics of the fricatives pro-
duced by the entire group of 16 talkers). Longer responses were
also observed for talkers who had been rated previously as gay
sounding as compared to those who had been rated previously as
straight sounding. However, these factors did not interact; the
influence of talkers’ perceived sexual orientation on listeners’
response times was similar for test stimuli with different /s/
variants, and vice versa. We failed to find the predicted pattern of
short response times for gay-sounding voices combined with
frontal or dental /s/, and heterosexual-sounding voices combined
with neutral /s/.

A second ANOVA using normalized response times verified
that stimuli duration does not drive the differences in response
times among different categories of stimuli. In other words,
differences in response times are not an artifact of stimuli
durations. However, it did show that the effect of fricative type
on RTs could not be disentangled from the duration of the stimuli.

The results presented here do not confirm the hypothesis that
there is an observable relationship between /s/ variation and
perceived sexual orientation in a task that does not call explicit
attention to sexual orientation. Specifically, the RTs were not
faster when there was a congruence between the PSO of the talker
in the prime phase and the variant of /s/ that is associated with
stereotypes about that PSO. Rather, the RTs were predicted by
independently made measures of how gay-sounding the talkers
were. The observable effect of perceived sexual orientation on
response time suggests that social information influences low-
level speech perception tasks to a certain degree, and that social
information plays some role in the storage of voice information in
memory, in that gay-sounding voices elicited longer overall voice-
recognition times than heterosexual-sounding ones. We interpret
this as an effect of how canonically heterosexual the talkers
sound. Speech tokens produced by someone whose voice is easy
to parse as heterosexual are responded to more quickly than ones
that are less canonical. This interpretation is based on the well-
documented finding that tokens whose acoustic characteristics
are not easy to parse as members of a regular phonological
category are responded to more slowly than canonical ones
(e.g., Fox, 1984). Related to this, the results can also be interpreted
in terms of Exemplar Theory. The assumption of the theory would
be that straight-sounding voices are more strongly represented in
the mental lexicon due to their relative prevalence as compared
to gay-sounding ones; therefore, we would predict that the
congruence between the acoustic character of stored heterosexual
voices and those heterosexual voices presented in the study
would facilitate processing.
4. General discussion

4.1. Summary

The two experiments in this study investigated whether
listeners’ judgments of a talker’s sexual orientation are influenced
by the acoustic and perceptual characteristics of their productions
of /s/. The results of Experiment 1, which included three explicit-
measures tasks, confirm that there is an association between the
quality of /s/ and judgments of sexual orientation. First, consistent
with popular culture stereotypes, listeners rated men as gayer
sounding when dental and frontal tokens of /s/ (tokens represen-
tative of common production errors for /s/ that naı̈ve listeners
might identify as consistent with the label ‘lisp’) were combined
with vowel–consonant sequences they had produced. Consistent
with previous empirical findings, listeners rated talkers to sound
gay when their vowel–consonant productions were combined
with tokens of /s/ with a high peak frequency and a highly
negatively skewed spectrum. Previous research (Munson,
Jefferson et al., 2006) had established that this type of /s/ is
associated with gay- and gay-sounding men’s speech. The effect
of /s/ type on ratings of perceived sexual orientation was stronger
for men who had previously been rated as heterosexual-sounding.
That is, misarticulated tokens of /s/ (i.e., frontal tokens of /s/ and
dentalized tokens of /s/) and negatively skewed /s/ were a more
powerful perceptual cue to sexual orientation than were the
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acoustic characteristics of the vocalic portion of stimuli, which
presumably cued the previously established judgments. The
second task of Experiment 1 found that listener judge dental
and frontal variants of /s/ to be less accurate than tokens of /s/
that matched the averaged acoustic characteristics of /s/ for the
sample of talkers being studied. In addition, listeners judged that
extremely negatively skewed /s/—a variant of /s/ that mimicked
the acoustic characteristics of /s/ that listeners in a previous study
(Munson, Jefferson et al., 2006) had associated with gay-sounding
speech—as just as unclear and inaccurate as frontally misarticu-
lated /s/. The negatively skewed /s/ used in Tasks 1 and 2 was
intended to be an exaggerated version of the tokens of /s/ that
listeners in Munson, Jefferson et al. (2006) associated with gay-
sounding men’s voices. An objective analysis of the acoustic
characteristics of negatively skewed /s/ would lead us to believe
that it should have been rated as extremely clear and accurate. In
contrast, an objective acoustic analysis of frontal /s/ supports
listeners’ judgments that it was not produced accurately. The
acoustic characteristics of this variant of /s/ make it less differ-
entiable from other voiceless fricatives, particularly /y/. Finally,
Task 3 of Experiment 1 showed that men who had previously
been rated to sound gay were perceived by naı̈ve listeners to
sound younger than men who were previously rated as hetero-
sexual-sounding. Moreover, stimuli containing frontal, negatively
skewed, and dental /s/ elicited younger age judgments than
natural, unmodified stimuli.

Together, the results of Experiment 1 shed light on the nature
of social stereotypes about sexual orientation and speech. Task
1 provides a controlled, laboratory-based validation of the stereo-
type that gay-sounding speech is associated with distinctive
productions of /s/. Indeed, it is the first study to show that /s/
quality contributes independently to judgments of sexual orien-
tation in speech. Previous research on this topic (e.g., Linville,
1998; Munson, McDonald et al., 2006) used stimuli in which /s/
characteristics may have co-varied with other parameters that
may have cued judgments of sexual orientation. The results of
Tasks 2 and 3 suggest that the types of /s/ that elicit judgments of
gay-sounding speech are also perceived as being less accurate,
and that they cause talkers to be judged to sound younger than in
stimuli containing natural /s/ tokens.

The results of Experiment 2, the implicit measures task, found
that response times in a voice-recognition task using a subset of
stimuli from Experiment one were affected by the quality of /s/.
Faster voice-recognition times were found for stimuli with the
natural and neutral /s/ variants and slower for stimuli with the
dental and frontal /s/ variants. This effect appeared to be related to
the duration of the stimuli. The results also show a relationship
between response times and the speaker’s perceived sexual orien-
tation, with faster responses for less-gay sounding talkers and
slower responses to gayer-sounding talkers. This effect continued
to be present when stimulus duration was controlled statistically.
However, the lack of a significant interaction between PSO and /s/
type no relationship between /s/ variation and perceptions of
sexual orientation observable in a task that does not explicitly call
attention to sexual orientation. One factor that limits the inter-
pretation of this finding is that, in the absence of an interaction
between PSO and fricative type, we have no clear evidence that any
social information was indeed primed. Rather, the response times
appeared to be affected solely by the PSO of the test-phase
stimulus. Expanding the methods used to induce priming is a key
challenge to future work on this topic.

4.2. Implications and future research

The results of the experiments in this investigation set the
stage for future studies of on the perception of sexual orientation
in speech. The first is to better understand why listeners
responded similarly to the tokens of /s/ that were similar to those
in gay men’s speech, the negatively skewed /s/, and those that are
not attested in gay men’s speech but which are a component of
stereotypes about gay men, the dental and frontal /s/. One
possibility is that listeners’ perception is guided by both experi-
ence perceiving gay men’s speech, and by adherence to stereo-
types about how gay men’s speech should sound. Another
possibility that we cannot rule out from these data is that
listeners used a simple strategy of labeling talkers whose produc-
tions of /s/ were not canonical as gay. This may have been due to
the arguably artificial experimental task of judging sexuality from
content-neutral samples of speech, or because the listeners did
not have much experience interacting with gay men. This possi-
bility could be tested by including stimuli in future research that
is neither part of the gay-speech stereotype nor attested in gay
men’s productions, such as the lower peak-frequency /s/ tokens
produced by young working-class Glaswegian girls in Stuart-
Smith (2007). If stimuli with those tokens of /s/ were rated as
gay sounding, then we could conclude that the data in this paper
reflect listener uncertainty. The potential role of listener uncer-
tainty on the findings of could also be shown if listeners who
differed in their experience interacting with gay people also
differed in the influence of /s/ type on their ratings of sexual
orientation. Such a finding would be consistent with Carahaly’s
(2000) study of gay, lesbian, and heterosexual listeners’ percep-
tion of men and women’s sexual orientation. Carahaly found that
gay and lesbian listeners perceived women’s sexual orientation
better than did heterosexual listeners, presumably because
they had more experience interacting with both lesbian and
heterosexual women.

It is also possible that systematic differences among listeners
assess listeners’ beliefs about sociophonetic variation and about
gay men resulted in the lack of a predicted interaction between
/s/ quality and previously established PSO on voice-recognition
response times. As in many previous studies (e.g., Gaudio, 1994;
Munson, Jefferson et al., 2006) that group-level judgments of
sexual orientation were correlated with group-level judgments
of other attributes about talkers. It is possible that individual
listeners in Experiment 2 experienced the activation of different
aspects of that correlated stereotype in the priming phase. While
most explicit measures tasks, including those in Experiment 1 of
this protocol, pool listener groups and analyze group-wise trends
in evaluations, at least one study (Mack, 2010b) documents that
smaller clusters of listeners, rather than the listener group as a
whole, show similar patterns of evaluations of perceived sexual
orientation. Furthermore, Mack shows that within the cluster
groups, there is variation according to which acoustic cues are
significantly correlated to evaluations of PSO. In terms of Experi-
ment 2 of the current study, this individual variation may have
introduced a level of variability in activation (and therefore
response times) that obscured an observable combined effect of
/s/ type and PSO.

A related question concerns the measurement of PSO. This and
other studies on PSO (e.g., Gaudio, 1994; Levon, 2006) have
elicited judgments of PSO using interval-level scales. The implicit
assumption behind this choice is that PSO is gradient, rather than
categorical. Other studies (Linville, 1998; Smyth et al., 2003) have
examined gradience in PSO by eliciting categorical gay/straight
judgments from a cohort of listeners, and using the proportion of
listeners who judge a talker to sound gay as a gradient measure of
the talker’s PSO. The presumption that PSO is gradient follows
from contemporary research on language and gender, which has
argued that gender, rather than sex, is a better construct for
understanding linguistic variation among and between groups
of men and women (see discussion in Milroy & Gordon, 2003).
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Gender differs from biological sex in that it is seen as a learned,
socially constructed, culturally specific, gradient variable, which
presumably accounts for the variation among men and women in
the extent to which their speech conforms to the group norms for
their biological sex. Correspondingly, we presume that PSO is
gradient because it reflects the extent to which people engage in
the communities of practice in which distinctively GLB and
heterosexual speech styles are constructed. The presumption that
PSO is gradient, however, remains a presumption, which should
be subjected to rigorous empirical tests. Moreover, the use of
equally appearing interval scales implies that listeners can divide
PSO into equal intervals. If, however, PSO is continuous but not
divisible into equal-sized units, then direct magnitude estimates
of PSO would be required to obtain a reliable estimate of this
variable. It is possible to test the appropriateness of each of these
measurement scales; indeed, the speech–language pathology
literature is rife with examples of such work (e.g., Eadie &
Doyle, 2002). Our ongoing research examines the psychometric
properties of PSO, in an attempt to obtain more reliable quanti-
fication of this parameter.

More generally, work on this topic should integrate methods
and findings from experimental sociolinguistics to arrive at a
more-complete picture of the nature of the ‘meaning’ associated
with gay speech styles is, and how it affects implicit processing.
The past decade has seen numerous studies examining the nature
of sociolinguistic meaning. These studies have shown fluid asso-
ciations between many variables and potential meanings. For
example, Campbell-Kibler (2007) showed that the interpretations
of the –ing/–in alternation vary widely as a function of other
things that they believe about the talker who produced the
sample. Podesva, Jamsu, Callier, and Heitman (2008) showed a
similarly fluid relationship between medial consonant release and
attributes of national politicians. In that study, the influence of
the phonological variable was strongly mediated by prior beliefs
about the politicians. Eckert (2008) formalizes this using the
notion of an ‘indexical field’. Eckert defined indexical fields as
‘‘constellation of ideologically related meanings, any one of which
can be activated in the situated use of the variable.’’ A better
understanding of PSO could also help interpret differences among
listeners of the type described in the previous paragraph. It may
be that different stereotypes about PSO—i.e., stereotypes about
gay men in casual interactions with peers, or about professional
gay men—are activated in implicit perception tasks like our
Experiment 2. Each of these might lead to a different set of
expectations about the quality of the /s/ that the talker is likely to
produce. More generally, though, the indexical fields hypothesis
provides a formalism for rigorously testing the nature of socio-
linguistic meaning and its potential influence on low-level speech
processing.
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